
Brendan Liddiard  After leaving 
the Waldorf School I went 
to Brockenhurst College and 
completed my A levels. Before 
deciding what to do next I spent 
a gap year working at the High 
Corner Inn, as an assistant cook. 
After that I decided to study. 
Following my interest in business 
and maths I decided quite on the 
spur of the moment to apply to 
university to study economics. I 
was very lucky and was offered 
a place to study Business 
Economics in Leeds within a day 
and a few weeks later I moved to 
Leeds and started my course. I 
am now in my second year, love 
the course and university life.

Auryn Liddiard After leaving 
the Waldorf School I took my 
GCSE’s at the local Ringwood 
Academy for two years. Having 
finished with my GCSE’s I then 
went on to study Public Services 
at Brockenhurst College. During 
my time at Brockenhurst I began 
to work as a support worker 
in the Lantern Community. 
After completing my course 
at Brockenhurst, I applied to 
Bangor University in Wales 
where I am currently studying 
Criminology and Criminal 
Justice. I am still working as a 
support worker at the Lantern 
in my holidays, and enjoying my 
studies at University. 

Eszter Dolak attended the school 
from the end of Class 6 till Class 
10 (2008-2012) 

Class teacher Guus Antonie, 
Class guardian Nancy Urry.

Since I left school I completed 
my A levels in Maths, Classical 
History, Textiles and Product 
Design at Brockenhurst College. 
I then went on to work in 
Hungary for three months with 
family at a wedding design 
company. After that I moved to 
London and did some voluntary 
work at the painter J.M.W 
Turner’s house in St. Margarets. 
For the last year and a half I 
have been living and studying in 
The Netherlands at The Design 
Academy Eindhoven, in Noord-
Brabant where I am in the Man 
and Leisure Bachelor course. I 
chose this department for its 
recent shift towards focusing 

on design for social issues, with 
inspiring graduation projects such 
as In Limbo Embassy, a project 
by Manon van Hoeckel who 
created a platform for refugees 
and undocumented inhabitants of 
the Netherlands to represent and 
humanise themselves. 

Next school year I will be taking 
a ‘minor’ in designing for Radical 
Ecologies in The Netherlands and 
Iceland and going on a design 
research related Internship.

My future goal is to pursue a 
career in social design working on 
projects where I can research and 
interact with people in order to 
aid positive design for the future. 

As for hobbies, I have my 
long standing love for baking 
cakes. I’m also interested in 
photography, film, sustainability 
and adventure.
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